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                    ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Adc𝔯_id=info%3Asid%2FANDS&rft_id=http://www.bom.gov.au/water/awra/2010/data/tanami_timor_sea_coast.zip&rft.title=AWRA Tanami-Timor Sea Coast&rft.publisher=Bureau of Meteorology&rft.description=This assessment and related data examines water resources in the Tanami – Timor Sea Coast region in 2009–10 and over recent decades. Seasonal variability and trends in modelled water flows, stores and levels are considered at the regional level. Information on water use is also provided for selected urban centres and irrigation areas. It begins with an overview of key data and information on water flows, stores and use in the region in recent times followed by a brief description of the region. Water quality, which is important in any water resources assessment, is not addressed.
At the time of writing, suitable quality controlled and assured surface water quality data from the Australian Water Resources Information System (Bureau of Meteorology 2011a) were not available. Groundwater and water use are only partially addressed for the same reason. In future reports, these aspects will be dealt with more thoroughly as suitable data become operationally available.
Key data and information
The assessment presents the 2009–10 annual landscape water flows and the change in accessible surface water storage in the Tanami – Timor Sea Coast region. The region experienced above average annual rainfall and evapotranspiration for 2009–10 and the relatively high levels of water availability also resulted in above average modelled landscape water yield1  and also an increase in soil moisture conditions. Total accessible surface water storage in the region  decreased over the year, largely due to significant releases of water from Lake Argyle concurrent with average rainfall and run-off conditions in the Ord River basin. &rft.creator=Anonymous&rft.date=2013&rft.relation=http://www.bom.gov.au/water/awra/2010/tan.shtml&rft.relation=http://www.bom.gov.au/water/awra/2010/documents/summary.pdf&rft.coverage=Tanami-Timor Sea Coast&rft.coverage=128.2851,-21.0850 128.9750,-20.0476 129.9975,-19.6600 129.8374,-19.2649 130.1450,-18.5550 129.8201,-17.7550 127.5675,-18.5825 126.9425,-19.6200 125.6350,-19.1675 124.8201,-19.3001 123.9624,-18.8474 123.5100,-18.9701 123.1824,-18.5175 121.8150,-18.4500 121.0450,-19.5850 119.6050,-20.0799 119.1000,-19.9601 118.7474,-20.2925 119.1374,-21.3700 118.9875,-22.1124 120.1600,-22.2151 121.0301,-23.1775 120.8274,-23.5775 119.7251,-23.7600 119.4026,-24.4125 119.9350,-25.0049 119.3900,-25.9400 120.4251,-26.1625 120.7725,-26.8950 121.1825,-26.8424 122.7876,-27.7550 123.8250,-27.2725 123.8424,-26.8750 123.3726,-26.6274 123.5825,-25.9749 124.2750,-25.6526 124.5325,-25.0575 125.0700,-25.0399 125.5449,-24.3575 125.7324,-24.6224 126.3601,-24.5775 126.7024,-24.9401 126.7050,-25.8900 127.1250,-25.8399 127.3600,-25.3301 128.4324,-25.0550 128.3526,-24.3276 127.8575,-24.0475 128.3275,-23.0925 127.8476,-22.8575 128.0901,-22.3199 127.7700,-22.0526 128.2851,-21.0850&rft.coverage=130.4026,-11.1649 130.4951,-11.6601 130.9450,-11.9399 131.5426,-11.4600 131.2576,-11.1901 130.8100,-11.5276 130.4026,-11.1649&rft.coverage=130.284900,-11.342600 130.132781,-11.499746 130.030100,-11.807400 130.607600,-11.827400 130.331592,-11.283349 130.284900,-11.342600&rft_rights=All material provided by the Bureau of Meteorology is covered by Copyright notice.&rft_rights=Unless otherwise noted in the list of licensing agreements (see Licensing folder), all material is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution Australia License&rft_subject=EARTH SCIENCES&rft_subject=Hydrogeology&rft_subject=PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCE&rft_subject=Surfacewater Hydrology&rft_subject=07990&rft_subject=Landscape water yield&rft_subject=water balance&rft_subject=landscape modelling&rft_subject=groundwater&rft_subject=environmental intelligence&rft_subject=Australian water resources assessment&rft_subject=Australian hydrological geospatial fabric&rft.type=dataset&rft.language=English                
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                                                        							Full description

                            							This assessment and related data examines water resources in the Tanami – Timor Sea Coast region in 2009–10 and over recent decades. Seasonal variability and trends in modelled water flows, stores and levels are considered at the regional level. Information on water use is also provided for selected urban centres and irrigation areas. It begins with an overview of key data and information on water flows, stores and use in the region in recent times followed by a brief description of the region. Water quality, which is important in any water resources assessment, is not addressed.

At the time of writing, suitable quality controlled and assured surface water quality data from the Australian Water Resources Information System (Bureau of Meteorology 2011a) were not available. Groundwater and water use are only partially addressed for the same reason. In future reports, these aspects will be dealt with more thoroughly as suitable data become operationally available.

Key data and information

The assessment presents the 2009–10 annual landscape water flows and the change in accessible surface water storage in the Tanami – Timor Sea Coast region. The region experienced above average annual rainfall and evapotranspiration for 2009–10 and the relatively high levels of water availability also resulted in above average modelled landscape water yield1  and also an increase in soil moisture conditions. Total accessible surface water storage in the region  decreased over the year, largely due to significant releases of water from Lake Argyle concurrent with average rainfall and run-off conditions in the Ord River basin. [image: ]
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